Outlaw Camp Bulletin
March 10, 2018
Spring may finally be here! Our 4th Saturday shoot in February worked out fine despite the weather. The
rain held off until everyone got all their gear into the barn and then the bottom fell out! By time for the
lunch break it had almost quit so we went over for lunch and got back in time for more hard rain. After
finishing the last stage the rain let up again which allowed almost everyone to get loaded up before the
next downpour. Only a few had not loaded up so they just backed into the barn loaded up and stayed dry.
We all went in and checked the scores for the day, had a nice visit and headed out, having another fun
shoot at Outlaw Camp.
Our regular 2nd Saturday shoot looked like another rainy day early in the week but the Friday night rain
never got here and it didn’t rain at Outlaw Camp until about two or three in the morning Sunday so it was
a good day to get in some last minute practice for “Hell on the Border”. We had a good turnout and
Congratulations for clean matches go out to Stumpman, Outrider, Quick Trigger and Short Tree. One new
shooter Matt Frank aka Wink Drisky. Welcome!
Just back from “Hell on the Border”. Congratulations to all our shooters who came back with awards, I
won’t try to name them, but Outlaw Camp was well represented!
I had the misfortune at ‘Hell on the Border” to be the recipient of a questionable call. (I say this with
tongue in cheek) We all know that any hit on the edge of a target is a hit. Follow me here. On one stage
there was a large sawblade with a cut-out of the State of Arkansas. Shooters were required to shoot five
rifle rounds through the opening. One of my rifle rounds edged the opening but the round clearly went
through the opening and kicked up dirt behind. My question is, if I can have an edge hit why can’t I have
an edge miss? I must admit I had way more fun than I should have pleading my case. I guess it all boils
down to, If you are shooting at a solid target an edge hit is a hit, but if you are shooting at a hole an edge
hit is a miss. Please don’t spend a lot of time thinking about it. My new cause is to plead for the “edge
miss”. Maybe I just need more to do, or as some might say “get a life”.
We have a lot to do at the range so will be announcing some work days coming up. If you have a special
project you can do let me know. We tentatively have scheduled a planning session for “Mayhem”
following our fourth Saturday shoot this Saturday. There are many jobs to be filled so try to be there!
Don’t forget this month has a fifth Saturday so another Fun Day shoot is on the calendar. That is March
31st. We will try to have a little something for everyone and of course try to include our reactive targets
to the fullest. Shooting season is here so clean those firearms up, load up some shells and come on out
to shoot. Till then travel safe, be well and always………...
“KEEP’EM POINTED DOWNRANGE”

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest:
Mar. 24 Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ 4th Sat. Cowboys, shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Mar. 31 Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ Fun Fifth Saturday shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Apr. 1 Sun.

Easter Sunday

Apr. 14 Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Apr. 19-21

SASS Southwest Regional

Apr. 28 Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’ 4th Sat. Cowboys

May 12 Sat.

Shoot ‘Outlaw Camp’

For other shoots in the area see each clubs respective website.
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